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A migrant from Honduras cradles his daughter from the early morning cold and wind
after crossing the Rio Grande into La Joya, Texas. Climate change is an underlying
cause of migration from Central America and other regions of the world. (CNS
photo/Adrees Latif, Reuters)
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Editor's Note: EarthBeat Weekly is your weekly newsletter about faith and climate
change. Below is the April 16 edition. To receive EarthBeat Weekly in your inbox, 
sign up here.

Children born today will bear the full brunt of our profligate fossil fuel burning by the
end of the century — and Earth Day, coming up next week on April 22, is a good
time to remember that.

Greta Thunberg may have become the global symbol of young people's climate
activism, but there are plenty of examples in various places. One is Tucson, Arizona,
where students from Salpointe Catholic High School raised their concerns April 14 at
a virtual meeting with the city's Catholic mayor, Regina Romero, and Bishop Edward
Weisenburger.

Noting that the "new normal" for weather in Arizona includes wild temperature
swings — from a high of 80 degrees Fahrenheit to a low of 30 F within 24 hours —
Felipe Garcia, a sophomore at Salpointe, said, "A future in which we do not have the
resources to thrive scares me."

Salpointe Junior Isabella Clanfield added that she belongs to her school's Earth Club
because she is "worried and stressed" about the state of the planet.

"Sadly, many people my age feel like the weight of the world is on our shoulders,"
she added. "We have grown up seeing these drastic changes, like extinction and
wildfires, become the norm. We feel powerless. We have grown up in a world that
we know can do better."

Both Weisenburger and Romero pointed out that the science about climate change
is clear — what's lacking is the moral urgency, which Pope Francis has highlighted in
documents such as "Laudato Si', on Care for our Common Home" and "Querida
Amazonia," as well as in countless meetings and informal remarks.
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Romero highlighted the health effects of climate change, noting that the most
vulnerable people — "the poor communities of color, women, children, seniors" —
are already feeling the impacts. And climate change is forcing people from their
homes in Central America and other parts of the world, she said, creating climate
migrants.

Her responsibility as mayor and as a Catholic, she added, is to ensure that the most
vulnerable are protected. "And so it is imperative that we don't go back to the
systems that brought us here."

Mayor Regina Romero of Tucson, Arizona, at upper right, responds to a question
from Salpointe Catholic High School sophomore Felipe Garcia, at lower left, as
Tucson Bishop Edward Weisenburger and Ellen Fisher, Salpointe Laudato S'
Committee co-chair, listen. (EarthBeat screenshot)

Weisenburger told the students that while the climate science is clear about the
perils of a warming planet, stating facts has not been enough to spur decisive
action, so people of faith must speak up — and act — on ethical grounds.

"We've got to be motivated by love — by our religious beliefs," he said. "And then
we need to make those sometimes hard choices, choices that reflect who we really
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are as children of God."

A few years ago, Salpointe's Laudato Si' Committee helped create a Laudato Si'-
based curriculum for students in all grades, and the school has taken other steps —
such as installing LED lighting and solar panels, harvesting water and recycling — to
"build that culture inside every student," Kay Sullivan, the school's president, said.

I asked Weisenburger a question I sometimes hear from EarthBeat readers — what
can parishioners do if their bishops or pastors are not as passionate about
environmental issues as he is? Both he and Romero advocated taking action as
individuals or families, and working with others in the community. The important
thing, they said, is to take action, based on the values of faith.

If you'd like to see the entire conversation, you can watch it here. Does it inspire
your parish, school or faith group to have a similar dialogue with local church and
political leaders? If so, please write us at earthbeat@ncronline.org and tell us about
it.

Here's what else is new on EarthBeat:

NCR environment correspondent Brian Roewe reports that two months after the
deadly winter storm in Texas, faith leaders are keeping the heat on state
lawmakers to mandate weatherization of the energy grid, end demand-based
electricity pricing, and help residents pay for repairs and recovery.

I explain why Catholic investors are pressuring the Brazilian government to
strengthen protection of the Amazon, while church groups warn that any U.S.
policies on the Amazon must provide for the participation of Indigenous
peoples.

Aura Lolita Chávez Ixcaquic, a K'iche Maya teacher and community leader in
Guatemala, talked with EarthBeat about being a defender of the environment
and about being persecuted for trying to maintain a way of life for her people
that is close to the land. This interview is also available in Spanish.

Despite COVID-19 restrictions and various challenges posed by continuous
volcanic eruptions and ashfall on St. Vincent and the Grenadines and
neighboring Caribbean islands, dioceses in the West Indies have rallied to the
aid of those affected by La Soufrière volcano. Laura Ann Phillips reports for
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Catholic News Service.

As the Enbridge Line 3 oil pipeline cuts across the Fond du Lac reservation,
treaty lands of other bands of Ojibwe and the Mississippi River headwaters in
northern Minnesota, the project has brought controversy and discord to local
communities. Mary Annette Pember reports for Indian Country Today, a
member of the Covering Climate Now consortium.

Advertisement

And here's some of what's new in other climate news:

The Catholic Universe reports that the chair of Britain's Committee on Climate
Change called for Catholics to pressure bishops to follow Pope Francis' lead and
place environmental issues and climate change at the center of their preaching
and teaching.

Brenda Mallory was confirmed as head of the White House Council on
Environmental Quality, becoming the first Black woman to lead the office,
which will coordinate the Biden administration's climate change and
environmental justice policies. Valerie Volcovici has the story for Reuters.

Interior Secretary Deb Haaland on April 16 revoked Trump-era orders that
promoted oil and gas drilling on public lands and issued a directive making
climate change a priority in her agency's decisions, writes Matthew Daly at
Associated Press.

Sigal Samuel at Vox reports on a study that describes how U.S. meat and dairy
companies have supported legislators who oppose climate policies and funded
studies that downplay the livestock sector's greenhouse gas emissions.

In a move that could strengthen Indigenous people's land rights in Brazil, that
country's Supreme Court has agreed to review a case that cancelled the
demarcation of the territory of the Guarani Kaiowá people in the state of Mato
Grosso do Sul, writes Ana Ionova at Mongabay.

Ianova also reports for Mongabay that palm oil companies are buying up
deforested land in the Brazilian state of Roraima for plantations, spurring
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deforestation as soy farmers, cattle ranchers and land speculators clear more
land.

Upcoming events:

Last week I asked what readers are doing to mark Earth Day in their parishes or faith
communities, and Caroline Nellis of Tri-State Interfaith Creation Care told me about
the conference her group is planning for April 24, featuring a former Indiana first
lady and GreenFaith's Muslim outreach coordinator.

The second Earth Week of the coronavirus pandemic will feature a wide range of
mostly virtual activities, including a bilingual Earth Week Mass celebrated by San
Diego Bishop Robert McElroy on April 17, a Vatican-sponsored biodiversity webinar
featuring Cardinal Peter Turkson and primatologist Jane Goodall on April 20, and
virtual conversations about the links between climate change and investment, ethics
and migration.

And today kicks off Interfaith Power & Light's Faith Climate Action Week, with prayer,
gardens, movies and more.

You can find details about these and other activities on the EarthBeat Events page.
You can also go to that page to submit an event sponsored by your parish, faith
group or organization.

Closing beat:

Earth Day will mark the start of a 21-day Catholic Environmental Justice Challenge,
which invites participants to develop a deeper connection with the place where they
live through reflection on issues related to the land, water and air. The challenge,
which will end with Laudato Si' Week in May, is organized by the Ignatian Solidarity
Network, Catholic Climate Covenant, Global Catholic Climate Movement, Jesuit Office
of Justice and Ecology and Sisters of Mercy.

If you like EarthBeat Weekly, please share it with a friend. Feel free to pass along the
link to EarthBeat Weekly on our website. Or if you prefer, you can sign up here to
receive the newsletter in your inbox every Friday. Thank you for reading EarthBeat!

This story appears in the EarthBeat Weekly feature series. View the full series.
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